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ABSTRACT 

SOME SOCIOLINGUISTIC FUTURES OF MODERN GREER. 

AS 1 T 1 S SPOKEN 1 N MONTREAL 

Tvo aspects of language behavior are very important from 

a social point of viev: the function of language in 

establishing social reiationshipi and the role played by 

language in conveying information about the speaker (Labov, 
• . 

1966). 1 am examining these two aspects as they relate to 
/ 

, 

Greek-Canadian speakers of Modern Greek living in Montreal. 

The vocabulary of Montreal Greek is partly ditferent 

from that of Standard Modern Greek in that- it inçludes a 

large number 
~ 

are examined 

of borro~ings from English. These bor,rowings 

in terms of their structurei and one type of 

loan.ords consisting of English word~ vhich are nativized, 

that is which enter the inflectional sls~e. of Greek, is 

described. They are referred to as hybrids. An effort is 

made to show hov the use of these hybrida is conditioned by 

socio-economic factors and linguistic contexte 

Theodoros Maniakas 

Master of Arts 

Department of Linguistics 

McGill University 

Montreal, Canada 
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R!§UMÉ \ l 

','< 
, 'v 

QUELQUES CARACTERISTIQUES SOCIOLINGUISTIQUBS . . '" 
r , .... , 

DU GREC MODERNE UTILISE A MONTREAL. 

Il y_ a deux aspects du comportement linguistique qui 

sont tr~s .importants du point de vue social: la fonction.du 
. . 

langage dans 
, -

l'etablissement des relations sociales et le 

rôle jo~é par le langage pour communiquer des informations 
'0 

sur le loc~teur (Labov, 1966). J'examine ces deux aspects 

appliqués à des loçuteurs ~recs qui habitent à Montréal. 

Le vocabulaire du Grec montréalais diffère de celui du 

Grec moderne standard en ce qu'il inclut un grand nombre 

d'emprunts à l'anglais. Ces emprunts sont examinés quant à 

leur structure. Certains de ces emprunts sont nativisés, 

c'est-~-dire qu'ils s'insèrent 

du' G/.C: ce sont ,'les~. hybrides. 

dans le syst~me inflectionel 
.; 

J'essaie de .ontrer c~nt 

l'usage des ~es hybrides est conditio~né par cer~aina 
faéteurs socio-économiques et par le contexte linguistique 

,. 
de Montreal. 

Theodoros Maniakas 

MaSltel" of Arts 
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INTRODUCTION 

This study ls an attempt to investigate and desc[ibe 

some of the characteristics of the Modern Greet language as 

it i8 spoken ,in Montreal. This variety of Modern Greek is a 

result of the more general issue of 'languages in contac~ 

as it lS d~fined by Weinreieh:~ 

Tvo or more languages "ill be said- to be 
~ in contact if they are used alternately by 

the sa.. persons. The language using 
individuals are thus the locus of the 
contact" (Weinreich, 195~: 1). 1 

Language contact accurs "hen t"o monoglot speakers of 

tve different languages i.e; Gr.et and Snglish, hav~ to 

and/or -desire to communieate verbally vith each other. 
';' ~ -...... 

Then, either one speaker le.rns the other's language and 

becomes a 'subordinate bilinguel' (Paradis, 1978: 165) and 
- -y 

the other remains monoglot, or both of them become 

subordinate bilinguals. A third case vould involve lack of 

verbal communication because bath speakers are monoglotB and 

they have to employ 'sign language' ~n order to communicate. 

In Canada as vell as in the "bole of North America the 

English speaker remains a monoglot while the immigrant has 

to aehieve bilingualism at least at a primitive level. Sueh 
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a contact betveen tvo languages gives rise to linguistic --

Interference phenomena at aIl linguistic l,evels. The degree 
'l.'''j 

of Interference l'is dependent upon many linguiatic and 

extra-linguistic factors, includfng the degree of the 

speaker's commitment to one language or the other <Seaman, 

1972: 19). 

To my knowledge there are thr~e major works dealing in 

general with the Greek language in the United States and 

none in Canada. Lontos (1926) gave a list of lexical items 

almo,t aIl of them loanwords trom English vhich vere used by~ 
~ 

the Greeka in New, York City ~t that timé. Thirty years . , 

later Macris ( 1955) based bis 'study on- Lontos' s vork and 

vrote a dissertation on Bnglish loan~ords in New York City 

Greek. 

.~ 8nglish 

#1 ~seaman 

malnly concerned with Wthe adaptation of He vas 

to the 'sound system of Greek w • loanvords ln 1972 

vrote on Modern Greek anp American English in 

contact. He exami~this contact at al1 linguistic 'levels 

a~d arrived at general -conclusions vith reference ta the 

Modern Greek language spoken in thè Dnited States. Those 

three works vere done the fi rst two bl' f i,rst generation 

Greek-American aeademies (Lantos and Macria) and the third-. 
. 

one by an American aeademie. 

In thi~ study my primary aim ls to examine the genesis 

--- ------ --- ---------~~- - -- --- - -- ---------
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of nev lexical items 
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':'-ref red to as h:r:brid forma -- which' 

appear in Greek as a result of the contact vith English. 

Also a possible differentiation in the usage of hybrid forms 

according to four major socio-~inguistic variables v,ill be 

examined. Furthermore, an attempt viII be done to examine 

some of the attitudes tovards the existence of such 

En9lish-Greek morphologieal mixtures in the vocabulary of 
/ 

the Greeks living in Montreal. 

) -

., 

-----< - ----
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Ë CHA,PTER 

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 

l.!. HISTORICAL RETROSPECTIVE. The ·Greeks begart to 

arrive in Quebec at the beginning of the 20th century. In 

1900 'there were about 

their number was over 
, 

30~ persons of 

20,000. Toda y 

Greek ori9in in the 

Greeks believe that\ 
\ 

they must be around 70,000 in the city. The Greek consulate 

thinks that in 1980 there vere about 50,000 persons of Greek 

orf9in. The Royal Police ~ays that, in addition, there must 

be 2,00Q 0~2,500 "illegal" Greeks, living and working in 

Montreal. 

Looking at the Census of Canada for 1981 we see that'the 

actual number of G~eeks in Quebec is 49,420 df which around 
o \ 

. \ 
48,000 live in the area of Montreal. 'However,o' these pumbers 

'" of the Census do not always correspon~ to the rea! 

situation, becàuse ·there are always residents who are 
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~bsent during the Census takin9' periode Also, second 

generation Greek-Canadians do not always answer properly the 

questions referr.ing to parents' place of origin probably for 
~ 

reasons of vanity. This, of course, biases in a vay the 
I~ 

Canada Census data concerning the actual number of 

Greek-Canadian residents in the Montreal area. 

In the city, the section designated as the Park Avenue, 

Park Extension area with the main arterie~· St.Laurent 

Boulevard and Park 'Avenue has served,as the launching stage 

for many waves of European immigrants. As each group gains 

a better understanding of the nev worid and greater 

affluence, its members move north, ultimately crossing the 

C.P.R. tracksand settling in Park Extension. From there 

the second or third generation disperses to all points of 

the metropolis.· The most outstanding example of such a 

movement is that undertaken by Montreal's Jewish population. 
1 

The Park Avenue and Park Extension area i8 today largely 

inhabited by Greeks and Italians and an increasingly lar~e 

number of Chinese. Recent surveys conducted by the Conseil 

du Travail, the Montreal Council of Social Agencies and 

other committees have shown this area to be one of 

Montreal' s. economically depressed. Income, 
,> 

unemployment, health, housing and education are all below 

Cl 
( , 

.\ 
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the metropolitan norms. Because many of the residents'are 

unskilled, unemployment is high: in 1961 it reached 5.7\ 

while in the total metropolitan zone it was 3.2%. Many 

families vere dependent on welfare for survival. Of course 

the situation nowadays is much improved, without being 

, though the best possible for immigrants. 

Education statistics compiled by the Urban Soc ial 

Re-Oevelopment project in 1976 indicated that only 50.1% of 

the population 'of the area between the ages of 15 and 18 

attend school, and that sorne 74% of those between 15 and 24 

at.tend no type of school at aIl. School Principals reported 

that language vas the main problem faced by immigrant 

students. The curriculum was exactly the same as that used 

in the SPhools of the wealthier areas of the city. But this 

area has alvays had more problems, economic and' de~ographic 

influencing to a certain extent the language ability of the 

students in the area. One of these problems is that eve~ 

though in ~ark Extension, for instance, both parents often 

york, there are no lunch-room facilities or day-care centres 
~ j 

to help students organize thei r' time outside (the classroom 

in ~ m~e productive vay. Students often ,vaste their time 

and neglect their homework. 

Usually people refer to the Park Avenue and Park 
\ 
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Extension area as the "Greek ghettow • Park Avenue and Park 

Exten-s'ion are more than a ghetto. Rather, they form a 

series of Wvillages". The immigrant finds comfo~t and 

protection by living within an area inhabited by those from 

the original village, province or island of his ho~eland. 

Each of these "villages" ls socially independent from the 

'other vith a minimum of intercommunication. While the 

superficial aspects of the affluence oT society create an 

illusion of progress and improvement, life is still built 

around the culture and the customs of - a past age and of a 

differeht society (Gavaki, 1977 pp.36). 

The Greek immigrants usually rent apartments in duplexes 

or buy big triplexes a~a modify them into apartments, a sort 

of primitive condominiums. During the last five to seven 

years many Greeks have started moving to tqe western suburbs 

of Montreal, - in Vi l,le St. Laurent, Pierrefonds or to the 

South Shore. It i5 true, though; that those who vere able 

to move vere very motivated and/or really lucky to gain the 

means to attempt such a "revolution" and break the "wall" of-

their ghetto: when sorne Greek families leave their old plac~ 

in the ghetto it means that they abandon their cultural 

centre. Their links with the Greek community becom~ loose 

and their participatio~ in the Greek culture i5 weakened. 
lJ 
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There in the Park Avenue and Park Extension area, they have 

their cafes, restaurants, barber-shops, churches, 5chools. 

They read the' newspa~rs and ~peak to their neighbo~s, 

always in Greek. Their culture is preserved fulli and the 

centre of their culture has always been the church. This is 

so because of ~eligious, social and educational factors. 

And the base for these relationships is obviously the Greek 

language as it is used in the city of Montreal. 

In Montreal the Greek language is alive and this is 

consonant with the following: tpere are four weekly 

magazines, four monthly ones, one fortnightly published in 

Montreal, as weIl as aIl the newspapers and periodicals 

imported 'from Greece. The Greeks have 240 hours of 

broadcasting per week (CFMB,CINQ-MF,CHCR) eight churches, 

four branches of a bank(National Bank of Greece). Ther,e .. 

exist also seventy-two associations, the major one being the 

Hellenic Community of Montreal. The Community is the 

sponsor and organizer of schools, libraries, social services 

and many other similar institutions. r ~ , .. 
As far as integration is concerned, the pressures for 

Greeks to become assimilated into North American life and 

the ethnie ambivalence of second generation Greek-North 

". 
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Americans are considerably stronger in the U.S.A. than in 

Canada. It appears that third generation Greek-Americans 

have been more assimi lated than third gêneration 

" Gr,eek--Canadians (Vlachos, 1968). The existence of Greek 

associations in Montreal suggest~ that their role is 

primarily the continuation of cultural distinctiveness of 

the Greek group. Associations foster not on1y a certain 

"resistance potential" to the assimilationist forees o~ the 
". - ~ 

larger society but preserve also the cultural pattern of 

organization of the group. Hovever, associations are not a 

barrier to the socio-economic adaptation of the immigrants. 

In fact, they help immigrants cope vith the environment by 

reducing their alienation and "cultural shoek".(NOTE 1) 

Participation in Canadian life increases as the immigrant 

becomes more and more sec ure tinancially. This 

participation must be examined in accordance vith tlueney in 

English. The more fluent the immigrant is in English, the 

more he is villing to become"assimilated and integrated in 

the broader community. And that is 50 because language 

training assumes pivotal importance on the determination 

income (NOTE 2) in particular and .occupational achievement 

in general. Language ability has a1so been found to relate 

to communi ty participation. Leaders of the Helienic 
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Community as weIl as of other associations prove to be 

capable of speaking good English and/or French besides t,heir 

Greek, of course (Tzanakis, 1978). 

.> 
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THE PROBLEM? - The linguistic si tuation 
" 

encountered ~y immigrants in Montreal is more complex then 

it appears to be. Even though French and ~nglish are widely 

used in the city, there are certain areas vhich can be 

considered unilingual: o~e language i9 predominant in the 
, 

whole area, that being either English or French or an 

immigrant language, i~e. Greek, Italian, Portuguese. On the 

other hand, some areas are more or less tFilingu~l or 

multilingual. The predominantly Greek area of Park Avenue 

and Park extension i5 in a vay a unilingual area where, 

though, instead of either English or ~rench, the Greek 

language is --"': spoken --and u~ually loud enough to be heard 

very clearly. The Greelt language used to mat\! and still 
f 

makes Greeks feel at home. 

When the Greeks came to Montreal in the peak of 

immigration from Greece (1960's), they didn't think it vas 

important to learn English, because many Greet people when 

leavlng for Montreal believed they vere going~o the fourth 
, 

largest city of Greece. They had probably arranged ahead of 
'. > 

time to ~ork in a Greek restaurant or in a factory together 

vith other Greeks who had come to Montreal before they did. 

Obviously .they.didn't bother learning a foreign language 

since e~erything around them vas going to he Greek: 

---
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jobs, friends, sh~ps, churche~. And if something was not 

'going to be Greek, they could easily modi fy i t' to resemble 

Gree~. Upon arrivaI they faced a situation vhich vasn't 

pleasBDt at all: they found that they had to learn the 

ranguages of the city, Engli~h and French. 

At tnat "time, hovever, English vas the language most 

often employed. ,in publié in the dovn tovn area during 
( 

day-time (Oomingue, 1978). The Greek immigrants accepted 

the general view that in North America, Engliih vas 'the 

language' to make' money with.(NOTE 3) So the Greek 

entrepreneurs learned English only, and just enough to 

understand and be understood in everyday conversations with 

'foreign' (-not Greek!) customers. 

The issue of "the feelings of Greeks tovards the Prench 

'language as vell as immigrant language, other than Greek is 

very interesting to investigate. Let's have a short look at 

the recent history of the immigrant situation. 
" 

Until 1969 Greek Orthodox children vere not accept~d in 

the Commission des Écoles Catholiques de Montréal (C.E.C.M.) 

according to the "système de l'éducation confessionne1l.". 

They had to attend the schools of the anglophone Protestant 

School Board of Greater Montreal (P.S.S.G.N.). Also 

hospitals used to be private and ·confessionnels". AlI 

\ 
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non-cathollcs had to go to the protestant hospitals 

(Xenopoulos, 1981). Consequently the Greeks didn't like the 

'Frenchies'. Besides, French as a language had no value for 

business in that period (1960-70). Even Francophones in the 

city had to speak Eng1ish -in order to get a job. As we see 

in Daoust (1982, pp. 16-17): 

j "Le groupe anglophone occupant le premier 
plan de la sc~ne 6conomique, la communauté 
anglophone et la langue anglaise en tirent 
du prestige au sein des autres groupes". 

This' whole situation created in those days severe 

socio-cultural problems between Greeks and French-Canadians. 

In the present time this situation is rapidly changing 
. 

towards a reevaluat ion of the importance of the French 
\ 

language in the . i Clfy and in the province in general 
1 

(Maniakas, 1982). 

Greeks have a general tendency ~o hellenicize, to adopt 

a~d, make Greek something that isnft. As for language, 

Greeks hellenicize certain linguistic elements taken from 

English and make them their ovn. The Greeks of this city in 

everyday situations make use of a veriety of Modern Greèk 

specific to Montreal._ Mont'reel Greek and Standard Greek are 

rather different at almost aIl 'linquistic levels (NOTE 4) 

but particularly et the lexical level. One reaso~ for this 

difference is the pervasive influence of English on Greek • .. 

• 
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The lexicon of the varietY,of Greek spoken in Montreal 

demonstrates much of this influence. In this thesis 1 ~ill 

examine a group of nev words 'that form part of the lexicon 

of Montreal Greek and,discuss their differential usage br 

the members of· the community. This group of nev words 

consists of: 

!. Loanwords, 

both "nativizedw vords, that is English loans with Greet ) 

inflectional ending referred to here as hybrids, (see belov 

< for a description) and "for~i9nft words, non-nativized ones 

(NOTE 5): 

nativized · masini 'machine' · 
karpeto 'carpet' 

non-nativized • bas • bus' · 
tsek 'check' 

<, 
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B. Loan translations, 

that is words and expressions translated literally from 
, 

English into Greek: 

ghraQse kato 'write down, note' 

write down , 
perno Qiso 'calI back, telephone' 

call back . 

Both these examples ar~ exact translations of English verbal 

phrases which, though, make n~ sense in Standard Greek. 

c. Seman'tic loans. 

The use of Greek words with a change and/or extension of 

meaning. For instance: 

boks(i) (n.) • 'boxing' in Standard Greek and in Montreal 

Greek 

.. 'box' ·'(conta iner) in Montreal Greek only. 

stamba (f.) a 'a seal', 'an office stamp' in Standard Greek 

a 'a postage stamp' in Montreal Greek on1y. 

In this thesis l will concentrate on the study of the 

\ 
\ 

... 
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loanwords, P9rticularly the 'hybrids' as defined above and 

on their usage which appears to va~ according to speakers 

and situations. 

1.1.1. DESCRIPTION OF THE HYBRID FORMS. 

In adjusting to their nev linguistic and 
cultural environment the Greek immigrants 
have at least tvo different resources when 
faced vith a new . cultural concept or- item 
to he named : (1) they utilize worda from 
their ovn language to describe the nev 
milieu (intra-linguistic adjustment), and 
(2) they turn to English as their source 
(inter-linguistic modification). The 
second is typical of the vast major'ity of 
the immigrants <Seaman, 1912, pp.176-7). 

The use of Wnativized" loanvords, the hybrids, is a 

special case of the second resource noted by Seaman. 

Hybrid forma are a kind of word mixtures the phonology 

of vhich is Greek, and the morphology eonsists of features 

from the tvo languages, English vords, though, being the 

morphologieal bases to which Greek .affixes are attached. 

For instance, the English word 'earpet' becomes the hybrid 

form karpet-o, ~ being a neuter noun ending in Greek. 

. Hybrid forms ean belong to one of the folloving lexical 

categories: nouns, adjectives or verbs. (NOTE 6) Here are 
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some examples: 

Noul1.S bank-a, bil-i, ghiardh-a eguivalent to the 

English 'bank', 'bill', 'yard'. 

Adjectives : ekspiri-os, salababits-is, biz-i, hap-i, 

egui valent to the Engli sh 'experienced', 'son-of-a-bi tch 

li ke', 'busy', t happy' • 

Verbs : muv-aro, pres-aro, map-izo, brek-aro equivalent 

_. to the English 'to move', 'to press', 'to mop', 'to have a 

break' • 

Nouns are tne most likely to become hybr~dized, as my 

collection of more than 350 hybrid forms shows. English 

adverbs and preposi tions can neyer be hybridfzed, that is' 

borrowed and morphologically modified to fit in the Greek 

syst'em, probably because an adverb in Gteek is the 

nominative case of the neuter form of the adjective in 

plural --fOrDl,which doesn-'t exist in English. Prepositions, . 

on the other hand, do not carry inflectional morphemes in 

Greek. 

As far as gender is concer~ed, 'hybrid forms are 

clasa~fied either as n~uter, ~eminine or masculine according 
\ ' 

to the' semantic relation that exists vith the equivalent 
\ /~ ... 

'" 
Standard ~eek vords. 

is formed a~hYbrid 

\\ 
'\, 

For instance the English word 'car' 

by adding the neuter Greek ending ~ : 

,1 
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giving the hybrid form karo !~.) because the Standard Greek 

word ~s neuter in ~: aftokini to (!l. r. Also to the hybrid 

form marketa f rom the Engl i sh . -word 'market', 
1 

the feminine 
. 

ending -a is . addad, because the Standard Greek word for 

'market' is feminin'e in -a': agnora (1· ) 

Hybrid forms are widely used in the Montreal Greek 

community. Some words are common to the wh01e community, 
" 

for instance. ghiardha 'yarq' and karpeto 'càtpet'. Other 

hybrid forms ref1ect the occupation of t~e speakers. Those 
\ 

'occupational' hybrids like stitsi 'stitch' ~ ànd masini 

'machine'. gradual1y enter the hybrid vocabulary of the 

entire Greek community. 

Based on personal observations and a1so on ~.pilot study 

concerning the hybrid vocabulary l se1ected fort y hybrid

forms to represent the general usage of the words made by 

the Greek community. From these fort y words 1 had to 

~limina~e eight which were not produced by ~ore' than nine 

subjects out\of a total of fort y eight. Thirty-two hybrids 

were consequent1y examined. These thirty-two were cho~en so 

that each of th~m could be translated into Standard Greek. 

Care was taken to aV6id~hybrids which have no counter~rts 
. . 

in Standard Greek like hamburgas, handokadhiko, 'hamburger 

maker' and 'hot dog stand' respectively. 

.-
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The 32 hybrid . forms which were 'selected to he examined 

in this research are given in Appendix I. The selection was' , 

mad~ after 9bserving everyday language situations between 

Greeks from various ages, socio-eèonomic classes and from 

both sexes. 1 came to a finkl decision after 1 had held a 

pilot study of the t'~st (see Guided Interviews and the 

Questionnaire in 2.2.1. and 2.2.2.) 

-l.·l· HYPOTHESES In this thesis the impact of the 

socio-economic environment of Montreal on the creation and 

mainly the usage of the vocabulary of Modern Greek as it is 

spoken in this city is examined. It is hoped that this 

study will shed some light on the aspects of languages in 

contact. My part-time job as a teacher of Modern Greek at 

the Greek Schools in Montreal helped me a lot towards a 

deeper understanding of the sociolinguistic reality of the 

two generations of Greek immigrants that live in this city. 

Concentrating on the problem-target of this research 
\ 

\~~self, one could make the following hypotheses considering 

,the -condition of the Modern Greek language in Montreal. 

The'se four major hypotheses were formulated after conducting 

a prel imi nary observat ion (Maniakas, 1,981): 

o 
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H 1. The'lov,r the social class ~income 
and education being the most crucial 
variables for this social classification), 
the higher the degree of hybrids use. 

H 2. The earlier the immigrants arrived, 
the more the hybridization of English 
vords or: the older the immigrants, the 
more the hybrid forms used. 

, c 

• 

As"!' said before (section 1.2.) the English language 

among Greek-Canadians as weIl as among oth.r linguistic 

communities has a great prestige. (NOTE 7) This prestige 

attached to the English language is possibly transferred to 

the hybrid forms since English words are the base of the 

hybrid forms. That is, in their 'effort to spea~ the 

prestigious English language, ~ree~ " i~igrants and mainly 

the older and less educated ones, realize their lack of 

necessary knowledge of the En9lish language structure and 

English vocabulary. So, they hellenicize English vords 

preserving in a way a part of the prestige of English: 

instead of using En"glish words like 'market' and 'bank', 

they prefer hybridizing them . • marketa and banka 

respectively. Those speakers, usually younger and more 

educat'ed, who are careful ,and try to speak 'correct' Greek, 

often express negative opinions toward hybrids and try to 

avoid them. Among these careful speakers are women. This 

is th~ reason for the following hypothesis: , 
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Ji 3. Male immigrants--irrespect):vely of" 
8ge and education-- use more often hybrid 
forms, while female ones tend to be more 
careful speakers than male ones, 
sociolinguistically speaking . 

The written form of speech is generally considered more 

formaI than the oral form of speech. When a person speaks 

he is not as careful as he is when he writes. Consequently 

1 hypothesized the following: 

• 

H 4. AlI Greek-Canadian immigrants 
irrespectively of age, 
education-occupation and sex use more 
hybrid forms in their oral speech then in 
thei~ vritten language. 

- ~-- -------
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NOTES TO CHAPTER 

1. Here a distinction should be made between the adults and 
the youngsters. Adults, having made a gigantic step 
from the homeland to Montreal, have vithdrawn into the 
ghetto. They face a world that ils drastically different 
from anything in their previous experience: relations 
between the sexes, ideals and vay of life. They try to 
hold on to those aspects of thelr lives which are the 
most stable--the values and norms of societies they have 
left behind. Doctor K.Benerakis of the Montreal Health 
Institute has described thi~ condition as "cultural 
paranoia", a disorder afflicting an entire community. 
Reports from the Allan Memorial Hospital indicate that 
an unusually high proportion of patients passing through 
their emergency clinic are older Greek immigrants trom 
the Park Avenue and Park Extension areas who are unable 
to cope vith pressure from both within and without 
(Gavaki, 1917). 

2. Determination income is defined as the annual income per 
capita that is sufficient for somebody to procede from 

'his present socio-economic class to the immediately 
higher one. Language training plays an important role 
for the determination income to be obtained. 

3. "L'anglicisation des immigrants apparatt comme un 
facteur de renforcement de la communauté anglophone et 
d'affaiblissement du groupe francophone". (Daoust, 1982, 
pp. 15-16). 

4. Standard Greek is defined here as the language spoken in 
Greece today. This language consjsts of elements of 
Dhimotiki as weIl as a very small percentage of 
Katharevousa elements. In this thesis 1 use the term 
'Standard Greek' "hen a distinction from Montreal Greek 
is required. 

J 
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5. Non-nativized loanwords do not follow the Greek °rules of 
morphology. They follow, though, the Gre~k rules of 
phonology. For instance, the English word 'check' 
becomes the loanword tsek, and not ce~ since in the 
Greek phonetic system there is no phoneme Ici. (see 
Appendix 1.). 

6. Similar hybridization phenomena occur in almost aIl 
minority languages when they come in contact with the 
official language of any country. Here are some 
examples from relevant references (Dias, Lathrop and 
Rosa (1977), Vasilikos (1973), Anderson, A.B. (1976) as 
weIl as personal discussions of this issue with people 
of Ukranian and Italian origine 

Luso-American 
tiquete 
basqueta 
closeta 
grosaria 
marqueta 

w. German Greek 
-firma 

kontrato 
preparizo 
faro 

" kelneros 

Ukranian-Canadian 
aeroplan 
astronavt 
baisik, 

Italian-Canadian 
storo 
joba 
turnare 
basketa 
tiketo 

Er<Jlish 
j tlc·ket' 

Standard PortuQuese 
boleto 

'basket' 
'closet' 
'grocer's' 
'market' 

German 
'firma' 
'kontrakt' 
'preparieren' 
, fabren' 
'Kellner' 

English 
'aeroplane' 
'astronaut' 
'b,icycle' 

English 
'stOre' 
'job' 
'to turu' 
'basket' 
'ticket' 

ceste 
armario 
mercearia 
supermercado 

Mod. Greek 
ëtëria 
simvoleo 
etimazo 
taksidhevo 
servitoros 

Ukranian 
iitak 
kosmonavt 
velosiped 

Italian 
negozio 
lovoro 
vultare 
cesto 
biglfetto 
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7. ~Bien que le français soit la langue de la majorité au 
Québec, l'anglais a touj9urs été associé $ un prestigè, 
aussi bien dans les milieux francophone et anglophone 
que dans les autres communautés linguistiques". (Daoust, 
1982, pp. 16). 
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CHAPTER 2 

1 

METHODOLOGY 

~ 

2.1. VARIABLES AND SUBJECTS: In order to study the use 

of hybrid forms and to verify the hypotheses stated before, 

the speech of a number of Greek immigrants living in 

Montreal was examined. The socio-economic variables which 

~ere correlated to the usage ~ hybrid forms were: age, 

education-occupation and sex. These variables were select,d 
• 

in accordance with the resu!ts of relevant studies (Denison, 

(1970 and 1971), Fishman, (1967), Lambert, (1967b), 

Trudgill, (1974». 

1.1.1. AGE. Tvo main groups of people vere considered: 

A. Greek-Canadians who came to Montreal during the peak 

of the i~igration -from Greece (Patterson, 1976:13). Those 

people who are nov around 33-50 years old came to Montreal 
... 

in the sixties and beginning of seventies at the age of 

19-24. 1 calI this group the aIder immigrants. 

B. Greek-Canadians·who are nov 17-28 years of 8ge. 

These subjects vere either born in Canada betveen 1955-65 or 
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1 

brought here at the age of 5 or younger. 1 call this group 

the younger immigrants. 

The main distinction between the members of these two 

groups is the way in which they acquired and/or learned 

Greek and English.(NOTE 1) For the older immigrants, Greek 

was acquired as their mother ton9ue and learned as the 

official ~anguage of Greece. English was never taught (or 

almost never) at school as a second language. On the 

contrary, it was acquired on arrivaI in Quebec in everyday 

contacts. Greek ha~ been the main language used at home and 

at work. 

On the other hand, for the y~unger immi9rants, Greek was 

acquired elementarily in everyday situ~tions as a minority, 

non-prestigious language and was poorly learned as a second 

language at school. English is the language both acquired 

and learned, and used almost aIl the time. Prench comes in 

poverful~y enough and tries to take the place of E?glish 

among immigrants in both ag~ groups. Success, though, vith 

Greeks \ is 
\ 

limited to Xenopoulos according very 

(1981,pp.4-6). 

EDUCATION !!Q OCCUPATION. In the Greek 

commu~ity of Montreal as weIl as in the whole of Greece the 
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majority of . the people who s~udy want to work in the very 

field in which they have received their training. FOD them 
\ 

educ~tion must always lead to a 'better' occupation. Greeks 

never study for 
q 

the sake of studying, they do whatever 

studies they do as an investment. Education and occupation 

are, then, closely related and a careful correlation of them 

can lead us to relevant classification. 

As far as older immigrants are concerned we can say that 

Most of them have on1y the basic elementary six years 

education at best (see Appendix III). In Montreal they are 

running smal1 businesses like restaurants, cafes, fast-food 

stands and the like. Some of them have taxis and the 
) 

majority of them' --mainly women-- work in factories. A 

small number of them are nowadays unemployed or they work 

unofficially at a very low hourly rate. We May c1assify 

these people as CLASS A. 

Of the older immigrants, however, a few came to Canada 

educated, having received University degrees (B.A.'s, 

B.Sc.'S, M.A.'s e.t.c.). They came here for further studies 

and/or careers. They emigrated mainly because of shortage 

of work ~n their homeland and unsatisfactory salaries. 

These people constitute, of course, a minority and an elite. 

They are lawyers, physicians, accountants, professors, 
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teachers, public service workers and the like. 

Some people from Class A, when capable financially to 

leave the ghetto, strive ,~? integrate into the elite 

minority group and start associ~ting with the educated high 

class professionals. They try to impress the medical 

doctors, University professors, and to . imitate their way of 

life and their speech. These are the "nouveaux riches" 

people: proprietors, big businessmen, (-landlords. The 

of these SUbjeC~ reveals some 

l calI CLASS C this elite minority 

linguistic behavior 

ioteresting aspects. 

group. 

People of the younger geoeration have, relatively to 
1 l 

group A, a higher education and consequently greater 

expectations. Lookiog at Class C, younger people visualize 

i t as thei r own future soc ial class, which t~ey want ' to 

belong to. They are either still studeots (last year of 

high school, college or university) or have graduated and 

have white collar jobs. These younger subjects may come 

from aoy kind of famHy belonging to either CLASS A or CLASS 

C. These younger peoplè constitute CLASS !. 

2.1.3. SEX. private observations and a pilot study of 

female and male speakers before my research led me to 
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examine the variation i~ the use of hybrids due tO,Sex. It 

has been' found in other relevant sociolinguistic studies 

(for instance, Jakobson, 1960, Hymes, 1962 and ~bOV" 
1970) t~at there is differentiation in language usage and 

language acquisitio~ according to this variable. It has 

been found also that female speakers often exhibit more 

caref~l speech than male ones. 

2.1.~. SUBJECTS Data vere collected from N-48 persons, 

16 per Class (A,B,C) and 8 persons vere taken from each sex, 

in each one of the th~e Classes. Subjects vere selected 

according to the three variables given before: Age, 

Eduèation-Occupation, Sex.~The number of the subjects for 

each Class and eac~~~oup had to be controlled and be 

equally distributed. (see Appendix III 'Who is who'). 

2.1. DATA COLLECTION In order to collect data for my 

research, that is samples of both oral and written'forms of 

speech, 1 followed the methodology given here. 

2.1.1. GUIDED INTERVIEWS. These consistute the corpus 

of the oral data, which represent spoken language in a 

formaI situation'. AlI interviews vere taped. 
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There vere two reasons for which the tape recording 
1 

technique vas employed: to create a formaI situation for the 

~,nee--rviews and to" be able afterwards to analyze my 
~ 

d~à.(NOTE 2) AIl my interviews vere approximately an hour 

long each. \ . 
1 wanted to examine the usage of hybrid forms ln 

a similar level of formality with each subject. It seemed 

to me that it was more practical to make an observation in a 

formal rather than in an informaI situation. 

1 worked according to the Interview Modules initiated by 

Labov (1981) who says that 

The conversational module i5 a group of 
questions focusing on a particular topic: 
i.e., children's games, premonitions, the 
danger of death, aspirations etc. The 
generalized set of 5uch modules represents 

.a conversational resource on which the 
'intérviewer draws in construction an 
interview schedule.CLabov, 1981, p.9). 

These interviews consist of question-answer procedures, 

aiming at obtaining the desired forms of speech. For this 

study 1 wanted to elicit borrowings and particularly hybrid 

forms. 

Many questions within a particular module have been 

shaped after employing--and thus testing--them in ~revious 

sociolinguistic studies (Maniakas, 1981 and 1982). 

There are three criteria to be considered for the 
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construction of the questions of these mo~ules: 
\ 

(!. ) Generalized loci of interest. 

From a range of topics those of 

majority of the members of the 

g~atest interest to the 

spec\fic speech community 

have been isolated. For example school, marriage, language. 

(~.) Format of the guestions. 

Formulating questions is a crucial aspect. Questions must 

be given in a colloquial style, (NOTE 3) which may be 

further modi f ied to fi t the part icular style~ of' the 

interviewee and the current lexicon of the speech community. 

Also questions should take less than 8 seconds. to deI i ver, 
\ 

otherwise they might sound complicated. 

(f· ) Feedback. '~ 

Formulat ion of the questions had to be from an outsider' s 

point of view initially, as in~ "Are there any churches 

around?". Then l transformed the question into one that 

looked to the particular issues of interest. In other 

words, 1 started vith a natural, general conversation and 

then gradually 1 focused on the interviewee him/herself. 

The following modules proved to be mor~ productive in 

the sense that they elicited more hybrid forms than other 

modules. 

Module 1 . . Demography -- Personal information 

\ 
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Module 2 Family 

Module 3 · Marriage · 
Module 4 School 

Module 5 Fights Problems in the neighbourhood 

Module 5 A • Race · \ 
Module 6 Peer-groups 

Module 7 · Games · 
0 

Module 8 Language 

In e~ch one of the modules (1-8) utilized in this 

reseaich 1 was expecting certain hybrid forms to be produced 

by the interviewee during the conversation. For instance, 

in Module 1. Demography-personai information, I was looking 

for these hybrid forms to be produced: , , 

kombania 
p 

muvaro 

karo 

marketa 

boksi 

stofa 

basi 

Almost all of the hybrid forms could be elicited through 

more than a single Module. For instance, the hybrid marketa 

was elicited in Modules 1~2, and 8. After my interview~, 

occurrences or non-occurrences of the selected hybrid forms 

were calculated. At the same time, the usage of either one 

of three alternatives for each hybrid form namely an 
«>' 

\ 
\ 

" ---
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equivalent wo~d 'in Greek', 'in English' or no vo~d at all 

('ni1')-- vas examined and calcu1ated. 

~.~.~. QUESTIONNAIRES. Besides the main 'body of data 

vhich was gathered through Guided Interviews, questionnaires 

were given to the subjects in order th col1ect sample~ o~ 

written form of speech. 

soc iOlogi,cal information 

indivldua1 subject. 
" 

At the same tlme pure1y 

vas gathered concerning each 

The questionnaires were given in Greek. AIl subjects 

vere a1so asked to translate a short English passage into' 

Greek. Eleven of the thirty-tvo words examined in the 

Modules\ veré inc1uded in that passage under their English 

guise. The object of this ~xercise vas to see vhether these 

vords wou1d be trans1ated into Greek as standard Greek vords 

or as hybrids forms. There vas a1so a short passage in 

Modern Greek to be translated into ~nglish. This text 

inc1uded the Greek equiva1ents of the eleven hybrids 

selected. 
,~ 

The purpose of this second passage in'Greek vas 

to examine vhether the subjects knev the corresponding 

standard Greek
c 

vords or vhether they only knev the hybrid 

forms. For instance, in the Eng1ish passage there vere the 

vords e1evator and market. When ,. translating the English . , 

" , 
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~esage subjects produced the hy~rid forms eleveta and 
~ 

marketa respectively. By, using the Greek passage 1 wanted 

to find out if these subjects who used the hybrid forms knew 

Standard Greek equivalents: asanser and aghora respectively. 

The success in the colle~îon of the necessary data and 

in their analysis proves in a way the right selection of the 

methodological technique followed in this research. 

ANALYSIS OF ~. The measurements vere done , 

simply by càlc~lating the occurrences / non-occurrences of 

the thirty-two hybrid forms of which eleven vere also in the 
" 

writtén part of the test. Rach sUQject vas observed' for 

his/her linguistic behavior concerning the 32 hybrid forms 

examined in éhe tests. After having calculated the 

occurrences/ non-occurrences of hybrid forms in both the \ 
~ , " 

or~l and the vritten part of the test for each subject as 

o weIl as' his/her usage of vords either in English, in Greek 

or nothing at' all, 1 came to an overall calculation of the 

re~evant averages of occurrence for each item. This vas 

, done by di~idin9 the occurrences or non-occurrences in each 

cclumn by the number of subjects-speakers. 
o 

Aftervards a percèntage calculation of these averages 

was done in order to _ke JIOre vivid the differences of the 
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averages in each item. ''J'he percentagel are given in a tvo 

decimal approximation. Due to -this rounding effect one 

cannot get 100' indications vhen adding all the partial 

percentages in- each row. 
.. 

Calculation of chi square tests 

and of the level of significance of the data vere made. 

(NOTE 4) -~ 
\ 

Reports of each subject intervieved vere done in order 

to gather information concerning the education, occupation, 

age and sex of each individual subject (see Appendix 1). 

CQMMENTS ON- METHODOLOGY There are quite many 

sociol~n~uists -- among them Hymes (1967) and Gum~rz (1.968) 

-- who make t~e point that in every speech community there 

exists a varîety of repe'I·toires, of alternate means ofœ> 

expres:sion. There are quite a lot of factors vhich 

influence speech behavior. Three major ones are the 

P,8rticipants, the topic and the setting or contexte In thi. 

research those three factors vere controlled as if being 

,.;1 'b -varla les. The topics of discussion between the two 

interlocutors --the interviewer and the interviewee-- vere 

the same. One of the two participants was always the same, 

, that is myself. And the setting or context" in other vords 

the linguistic situation was always a formal one. By 

controlling these three factors-variables intluencing speech 

\ 

..... 
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behavior ,one can accept the position of the data . being , 

rather significant and reliable. The~only thing which might 

influence the external validity of this researc~is the 

small number of subjects compared to other sociological 

studies. 

< •• 

o • 
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NOTES TO CHAPTER 2 

1. Language acquisition is' considered as an informaI 
creative language construction process, implying no 
conscious learning of grammar rules. On the other hand, 
language learning is thought of as a process occurring 
in formaI context with testing of eonseiously léarned 
grammar rules. -

2. l considered in this researeh among other principles the 
following "methodological axiom R

: 

. "Face-to-face intetviews are the only 
mean~ of obtaining the volume and the 
quality of recorded speech that is needed 
for quantitative linguistic analysis" 
(Labov, 1981, pp.2-4). 

3. For instance, a very important issuenin my research was 
the usage of either the 2nd person singular (informaI 
speech) or the 2nd person' plural (formal speech) of both 
verbs and pronouns when addressing questions to my 
subjects. 

4. Social seientists generally use a probability level of 
0.5 or less when reporting "statistieally significant W 

findings. The results of the chi square tests on the 
data indicated no statistically signifieant difference 
based on the variabfe Sexe The conclusiveness of the 
data' is limited by the relatively to other purely 
sociologieal studies small size of the sample (N-4a). 

" 
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CHArER 3 
J 

THE'USE OF-aYBRID FORMS 

'. 

1.1. HYBRIU FORMS PRODUCTION PER CLASS Table 1 shows 

the averages of hybrid forms produced per Class A, Band C. 

There vere 32 hybrid forms tested in total for each subject, 

(N~ 48), 16 subjects in each Class. For Class A va get the 

average 16.81 for total hybrids produced per speaker vhich 

is quite ,higher than the averages of Classes Band C: 6.06 

and 10.43 respectively. 

hypothesis H.l: 

This fihding 
<i \ 

comes "tci' jus1: i fy my 

"the lover the social class (variable 
Education - Occupation), the hi9her the 
degree of hybrid forms used". 

f' 

When we examine Class A we note that the average of 

schooling is 6.2 years (see Appendix III) that is, according 

to the Greek schooling system, elementary school completed 

and two montbs of-the first grade of High Schoof. If we 

contrast this schooling average vith the ones of Class Band 

Class C we see that there is a significant difference: for 

Class B the average for schooling is 14.5 years) and for 

Class C it is almost 10.6 years (see Appendix III). 
/ 
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Trying to correlate the variable Education by itself vith 

the use of hybrid forms in each of the three .Classes A, B, 

C, might have led us no~ere because only Class A and C1ass 

B are homogeneous as far as Education is concef,ned. As 
1 

described above Class C consists of both educated and' less 

educated 
, . 
sub)ects. Due to this given we could say that 

there is an indication that the variable Occupation affects 

the degree of hybrid forms used by subjects of Classes A and 

C. However, due to the rather smail number of subjects in 

this research, one cannot conclude which of these two 

variables --namely Education and Occupation-- has the, 

,greater impact on the production of hybrid forms. 

The results shown by Table l also justify my second 

hypothesis H 2. 

"the older the immigrant, the more the 
hybrid forms used". 

Since one of the main differences between Class A and 

Class B is the one of the actuel age'of the subjects, the 

difference in the average number, of hybrids used is 

justified. A statistical analysis of these findings shows 

that this difference is significant at the 0.1 level. 
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TABLE 1. 

HYBRIDS PER CLASS 

CLASS HYBRIDS ENGLISH GREEK NIL 

AVER. % AVER. % AVER. % AVER. % 

A 16.81 52.53 0.06 O. 18 9.25 28.90 5.87 18.34 

~ 6.06 18.93 '2.8.,1 8.78 14.56 45.50 8.56 26.75 

C 10.43 32.59 0.93 2.90 14. 12 44. 12 6.50 20.31 

chi-square ;::: 10.326 significance level = O. 1 N= 48 

FIGURE I 

52. 53~o 
, ... 

~ 

32.59% 

I8.93% 

A. B c 
... 

What about Class C where we get the average 10.43 on the 

same Table 1? The variable of Education-Occupation may be 

the reason for this average intermediate between those of 

Classes A and B. Since Class C consists of subjects who 

are older than sub)ects from Class'B and who have higher 
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income than subjects from Class A, the reason for the mean 

10.43 which lies between those of Class A and Class B 

(A=16.81 > C=10.43 > B=6.06) May be the combination of two 

factors: 

1. an effort among subjects with higher incorne to speak more 

carefully than subjects from Class A. 

II. association with educated people within Class C. 

1.1.1. ALTERNATIVES TO HYBRID FORMS Looking at Table 1 

we see the average production of hybrid forms as we11 as of 

the other three al ternat ives, namely , in Engl i sh' , , in 

Gree k' or t n il ' . 

C1ass A has the highest percent8ge.of hybrid forms 

(52.53 %) and gave the lowest percentage for 'ni1': 18.34 %. 

Simi1arly the percentage for alternative words 'in Greek': 

28.90 % is the lowest among the three Classes as weIl as the

tiny percentage for the alternative 'in English' which is 

just 0.18 %, the lowest among the three Classes. As it was 

mentioned before, subjects from C1ass A use more hybrid 

forms than the other two do. And this supports my first 

hypothesis Hl. 

(equiva1ent to 

The vocabulary 

the hybrids 

of standard Greek words 

examined here) tends to 

diminuate. Due to various reasons presented further down 
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(Conclusions) Class A subjects seem to use either hybrids 

(52.53 %) or far less Greek words (28.90 %) or no word at 

aIl, always for this study. Their Greek vocabulary has been 

enriched in a way with hellenicized English words --the 

hybrid forms-- which everybody in Class A uses fluently and 

naturally when speaking Greek. 

Class B which has the lowest percentage of hybrid forms 

gave'the highest percentage of 'nil': 8.56%. However, the 

use of Greek words in the test proved to be high: 45.50 %. 

Younger immigrants from Class B fee! uncomfortable with the 

hybrid forms and try to avoid them. In their effort to 

avoid the hybrids they prefer to use a paraphrase in 

standard Greek than to use a hybrid form, i.e. to meros pou - \ 

vanis lefta 'the place where you put money' instead of 

elther banka or trapeza --hybrid and standard Greek 

respectively for 'bank'. Sometimes they use a specifie 

structure: Kano + infinitive of the verb in English (see 

5.3. Integration of Class B.). For example: kano move 

instead of the hybrid form muvaro :'to move'.(NOTE 1) They 

also use more English words than the tvo other Classes do. 

As subjects trom Class B told me in the interview sessions 

they feel more secure vith English than with Greek. They 

preferred to use English vords equivalent ~o possible 

'1 
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hybrids or paraph,rases in standard Greek instead of using a 

hybrid or risking a possibly wrong Greek word as they may 

not be sure of its meaning. 

Class C lies between Classes A and B as far as 'nil' and 

hybrid forms production is concerned. The percentage for 

Greek words, though, (44.12 %) is very close to the' one of 

Class B: 45.50 !t. Class C subjects --financially 

homogeneous-- showed a tendency to use almost as many Greek 
\ 

alternatives to hybrids as Class B subjects did. A possible 

reason for that would be the existence of educated subjects 

in Class C who biased the results towards those of Class B. 
, 

Educated subjects (see Appendix III, 'Who is who?') seem to 

be more sensitive about hybrid forms then less educated or 
J 

uneducat~d subjects. The percentage 32.59 % referring to -

total hybrid forms production by Class C lies between the 

ones of Classes A and B, and closer to the percentage of 

Class B. This aga in' shows, that hybrids have less prestige 

among the more educated speakers. 

HYBRID FORMS PRODUCTION PER SEX. -- Looking at Table 3.2. 

2. Hybrid forms pet Sex, we see that the average of hybrid 

forms used according to Sex irrespective of Class is 13.66 

for the male subjects while it is only 8.54 for the female 
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. 
, subjects. The differehce 13.66 - 8 ... 54 _ 5.121S quit'e 

significant statist~cally. 

TABLE 2. 

HYBRID FORMS PER SEX 

HYBRIDS ENGLISH GREEK NIL 

SEX AVER. % AVER. % AVER. % AVER. % 

M 13.66 42.68 0.91 2.84 10.83 33.84 6.54 20.43 

F 8.54 26.68 1 .62 5.06 14.45 4~.15 7.4123.15 

DIF. S. 12 16.00 0.71 2.22 . 3.62 1 1 .31 0.87 2.72 
FIGURE 2. 

45. 15~o 

(. 
26.68% 

23. IS!'., 

HYHRIDS ENGLISH GREEK NIL 

FEMALE 

This finding cornes to justify my third,hypothesis: 

... 

( 
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"Male immigrants--irrespectively of Age 
and Edycation-Occupation-- use more often 
hybrid forms, while female ones tend to be 
more careful speakers than male ones, 
sociolingu~stically speaking" •. 

1·1· HYBRID FORMS PRODUCTION PER CLASS AND SEX In 'l'able 

3 we have an overall presentation of the corr.elation of the 

hybrid forms w'ith Sex and Class • 

TABLE 3. 

HYBRID FORMS PER CLASS AND SEXe 

.' 
CLASS HYBRIDS ENGL. GREEK' NIL -" 

& SEX AVER. % AVER. % AVER. % AVER. % 

FA 13.37 41.18 O. 12 0.37 11 .75 36.71 6.15 21.09 

MA 20.25 63.28 0.00 0.00 6.75 21.09 5.00 15.62 
\ 

FB 3.75 1 1 • 71 3. 12 9.75 17.25 53.90 8.00 25.00 

NB 9.37 26.15 2.50 7.81 1 1.1i7 37.09 9.12 28.50 

Fe 8.50 26.56 1 .62 5.06 14.37 44.90 7.50 23.43 
.:-

MC 12.37 38.65 0.25 0.18 13.87 43.34 5.50 17.18 

. We note that aIl male subjects in.each Class produced 

more hybrid forms than female subjects. So we get: 
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FA · 13.37 < MA · 20.25 .1 · 
FB · 3.75 < MB · 8.37 • • 

FC • 8.50 < MC 12.37 , . 
1 

Mean . F= 8.54 < M= 13.66 -. 
FIGURE 3. 

" 

4 1.78% 
38.65% 

26.15% 26.56% 

11. 71% ' 

A B c 
1 J 

B3 FEl'lUE 

Looking at Figure 3. referring ta Table 3. we notice the 

following: among the male subjects, those from Class A' 

showed a higher degree (20.25) in the usage of hybrid forms 

than male subjects from Classes B (8.37) and 'c (12.37). 

Males 9f Class C, sub-Class MC (12.37) came second in the 

scile of hybrid forms used. This finding supports the fact 

that there are subjects in Class C who are influenced by the--
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'elite' academics but are not totally assimilated as tar as 

their ~inguistic behavio~ is concerned. The,se are the 
1 

'nouveaux riches' who sprang from Class A. 

Sub-Class MB (8.37) falls far behind MA (20.25), as ,to 

hybrids used. MB subjects are the most careful speakers 

among' aIl the three male. sub-Classes. They feel uneasy 

about th'e vay the 'old Greeks' hellenicized certain English 

vords in their effort to communicate with their compatriots. 

'It is quite a paradox that ' ev:en though male subjects from 

sub-Class NB vere aware of the non-ecceptability ,of hybrid 

forms, they did use them in an average of 8.37 out of the 32 
-

lexical items studied. As subject NB 6 told ~me in his 

interview: " ••• my cousins and our neighbours àll the time 

they speak 'like that' ••. it's so funny but itOis unavoidable 
__ r ... _I~ -

for myself ... I'm being bombarded aIl the time with such 

vords". 

Table 3. and Figure 3. show a remarkable' difference in 

the percentage of hybrids-useèroy female and male subjects 

vithin each Class. Sub-Class FA subjects produced the most 

hybrid forms among female speakers (41.78 \). FB subjects 

gave the lovest number of hy~id forms used (11.71 \) and 

somevhere betveen FA and FB lies sub-Class FC· 26.56 \. 

Consequently, this finding also supports .y <first bypotbesis ,-, 

9 .. 
o' 

o 

" 

r 
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,.H 1 repeated below, since Class A is considered as the lover 

social class according to the variable Education-Occupation. 

·The lower the social class the higher the 
de9ree of hybrid forms used·. 

Yinding. for sub-Classes MA, MB and MC also support,this 

" hypothesis. 6f aIl the three male sub-Classes, MA vhich is 

the lowest one (variables Education-Occupation) appeared to 

use more hybrid forms than the othe: two. 

MA .., 63.28 , MB .., 26". 15 , MC .., 38.65 , 

Menee, combining hypotheses H 1 and H 3 one can see that 

.ale speakers from Class A are ,the ones to be more 

'productive in hybrid forms. It appears that male speakers 
~ 

in general tend to accept hybrids as vell-formed Greek 

words. 

.." 

1.1-.!.. ALTERNATIVES TC HYBRID ~ One can see on 

- Table 2 the difference in the degree of occurrenc~s of the 
o 

alternatives to hybrids, namely 'in English', ~-in Greek' and 
o 

, ni l' . Female subjects irrespectivè of age and 

Education-Occupation produced on an average almost tWlce as 

.. ny vords in English as the male subjects: 

'English' : M • 2.84\ 

This result is a consequence of data fra. tbe te .. le 

subjects of Class Band Class C which bias, in a- way, the 
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average for aIl the female subjects. (cf. Table 3.). By 

producing on an average the largest number of Bnglish 

alternatives to the ·hybrid forms, females from Classes Band 

tt.~ inf,luence the overall production of aIl the female 

subjects. 

One could claim a similar phenomenon for, the 

dealing vith the production of vords 'in Greek' {Table 

That fs, female subjects from Cla~s Band Class A by 

producing on an average a" high degree of vords in Greek (cf. 

Table 3) biased the results tovards the finding ve see in 

Table 2. 

'Greek' .. M: 34.84% F: 45. 1 St 

Hovever, aIl female subjects irrespective of the 'ag~t 

and 'education-occupation' variables produced more 

al ternat ives in Greek than male -subjects did as i t' ,is shovn 
~ 

furtherdovn. In gen~al, female ~speakers prefer to use 

Bnglish or, to a greater extent, Greek vords rather than 

hybrids.- This afinding justifies indirectly my third 

hypothesis repeated here: 

WFemale subjects ~end to he more careful 
speakers than male ones". 

This claim can he true only if one is to accept the 

position that the use of standard Greek or English wordl 

instead of hYbriàs-- -is -a s.ign of the c~lness, exhibi ted 

\1 

\ 
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by the female subjects in this study. Addition.l evidence 

of the tendency of the females to avoid hybrids is their 

recourse to- what l have called an "avoidance technique", 

that is the use of a paraphrase. For instance, the place 

vhere you ~ your money instead of either 'bank' or the 
. 

hybrid banka or a possible wrong standard Greek word. This 

behavior is Most probably caused by the fear to use a vroog 

Greek word and a rel~c~ance to use a hybrid in a formaI 

sI tuation. The results of the avoidance of hybrids are 

r~orded in the 'nil' category. 

The third alternative to each one of the observed hybrid 

forms is the 'nil', that is no word at aIl given~ Looking 

at Table 2 and Figure 2 we can see that the difference 
1 

between male and female subjects concerning the alternative 

'nil' is 2.72% more 'nil' occurrences for the female 

subjects. 

'nil' - M: 20.43% F: 23.15% 

It is significant to note (Table 3) that women' of 

Classes A and C demonstrate higher percentages th-.n men in 

the 'nil' category. In Class B the situation is reversed: 

vomen show a love·r percent8ge of 'nil' than men. It could 

mean that vomen of that Class are better educated in English 
. 

and in Greek than the men of their Class. 
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NOTES ON CHAP'l'ER 3 

1. In Standard Greek there are many verbs having the 
.orphological characteristics of the hybrid for. 
muv-aro. 

stop-aro 'to stop', sok-aro 'to shock'. 
The Greek verbal suffix -aro is 'quite productive. It 

90e8 back to the Byzantine times and vas formed from 
ttalian infinitives in.::.!!.!. (Triantafyllides, 1952). 

\ ' 

" 

, , 
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CHAPTBR 4 

'. 

MYBRID "ORMS IN TH~ WRI'M'BN t:'ART or THB TlST 

,.. 1 • HYBRID rORMS PSR CLASS In the vritten part of the 
\ -

test, eleven hybrid forms vere, examined vhich were allo 

among the 32 forms examined in the oral part 'of ~e test. 

(See Appendi xl) • 

Table 4 giyes the variation in the number of hybrid 

forms used in the written part of the test according to 

Classes A, Band C. For Class A we note that ,the average ," 
was 6.31 (for the 11 hybrid forms). For Class ,8 it was 3.18 

and for Class C it was 4.62. 

TABLE ~ 

!QI. HYBRI OS, .:.!!! WRI TTEN ' M!Q ~ ORAL' PER CLASS 
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hypothesis H 1. A correlation betveen averages of hybrid 

forms in the written and oral part of the test by Classes A 

and C reveals that: when there is hig~ degree of hybrid 

forms usa,ge in the oral part, there is a1so high degree of 

hybrid forms usage in the written part. And the opposite is 

true, as weIl. ~ 

Table 4 also contrasts the use of hybrid form~ in the, 

"ritten part .of the test with that to be found inthe or:al 

part of the test. The results, for aIl Classes taken 

together'support hypo~hesis H 4: 

H 4. AlI Greek-Canadian immigrants 
irrespectively of age, 
educa~ion-occupation .! -and sex use more 
hybrid forms in thei'r oral speech than in 
their written language. 

. 
However, when the results are analyzed per Class, one 

notes that for Class B hypothesis H 4 is not justified, 

because Class B s.ubjects produced less hybrid forms in the 

oral part of the test than they did in the written part. 

These results for Class ~ are biased by the female subjects 

as it is shown in Table 6. 

4.2. HYBRID FORMS PER SEX In Table 5 below 1 present 

the total hybrid forms together with the hybrid forms in the 

"ri t,ten part and in the oral part of the test. 
t .. 

The 'only 

\ 
\ 
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variable considered in that table is Sexe 

'" 
TABLE 5. ~ 

TOTAL HYBRIDS, 'IN WRITTEN' AND ORALLY PER SEX --
SEX TOT.HYBRS WRI'fTEN ORAL 

AVER. % AVER. % AVER. % 

M 13.66 42.68 5. 16 16.12 8.50 26.56 

F 8.54 26.68 4.33 13.53 4.21 13.15 • 

DIF 5. 12 J' 16.00 0.83 2.59 4.29 13.41 

FIGURE S. 

• 
{ 42.68% 1· 

C· .. i 

'26.68~ 
26.56\ 

1 
i . i 

p.IS% 

TOT. HYBRS WRITIEN ORAL 

D'I'LE ~ FE~1ALE 

-

.-.. 

" 
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We' see in Table 5 that male subjects relatively to 

female ones used more hybrid forms in both the oral part of 

the test and in the written part, though the difference in 

the vritten part is only 2.59. 

For the male subjects the difference befween hybrid 

forms in the oral part and in the vritten part is: 

26.56 - 16.12 • 10.44% 

For the femàle subjects the difference betveen hybrid 

forms in vritten part and in the oral part is very small but 

it is also reversed: 

13.53 - 13.15 a 0.38% 

We notice that male subjects used more hybrid forms 

orally than in their written speech. For them the 
r 

difference between oral and written producti9n of hybrids is 

as it vas expected to be. In their written part of the test 

males appeared to be careful enough to produce 10.44% less 

hybrid forms than they did in their oral speech. 

On the contrary, female subjects sur the 

researcher: they produced o. 3B% more hybr id in thei r 
A 

,., 
written production than they did in their oral roduction. 

A possibie reason for the above finding is 

technique employed more among female subjects 
, 

ones. When speaking, Greek vomen tried 
,. 

avoidance 

by male 

7 
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enough most of the times-- to avoid every possible 
, 

non-prestigious hybrid forme In the vritten part, though, 

and more specifically in the translation from English into 

Greek, they could not resort to paraphrase, and, greatly 

influenced by the English vocabulary, they chose the easy 

vay-out: they produced hybrid forms. Either because of 

hastiness or carelessness due to anxiety to answer correctly 

female ,ubjects' revealed a signi f icant knovledge of, the 

hybrid vocabulary, reaching' sometimes that of male subjects 
" 

(Table 5). 

4.3. HYBRID FORMS PER CLASS AND SEX Hybrida in the 

vritten part of the test appear in a similar degree of 

occurrences as the one in the oral part (Table 3, Figure 

3). Let us examine the production of hybrid forms in the 

vritten part of the test taking into consideration Sex and 

Class together. Sub-Class,MA differs proportionally in its 

production of hybrid forms in both the written and the oral 

part of the test. Sub-Class MA produced on an average the 

highest degree of hybrid forma in th~ vritten part as it did 

in the oral part, too. 

• 
' . 

... ) .. 

/ ... 
.4 

• 
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TABLE 6 

HYBRIDS IN THE WRITTEN PART PER SEX AND CLASS ---
SU " TOT.HYBRIDS WRITTEN PT. ORAL PT. 

CLASS ?b AVER. AVER. AVER. 

FA 13.37 5.75 7.62 

MA 20.2.5 7. 12 13. 13 

FB 3.75 2.37 1. 38 

NB 8.37 4.00 4.31 

FC 8.50 4.87 3.63 

MC 12.31 4.37 8.00 

We see (Table 6) 'that the difference in the means of 

suh-Class NB: 4.00 and sub-Class MC: 4.37 is very small: 
j 

0.37. A possible reason for this sli9ht difference between 

the averages of MD and MC in the hybrids of thelwritten part 

is the existence of sorne subjects in sub-Class MC, namely MC 

1, MC 4, MC 5 and MC 6, who biased the results towards those 

of sub-Class MB (see Appendix III 'Who is'Who?'). 

For the female subjects and their production of hyhrid 

forms in the written part of the test we can note the 

folloving. Sub-Class FA ~5.75) has got the hi9hest de9ree 

trom the three female suh-Classes as it vas hypothesized. 

t 
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And sub-Class FB (2.37) has given the lovest degree in the 

average ~f hybrid forms in the 

the oral part. 

.) 

wrltten part as vell as in 

In the vritten part of the test (see Appendix I, 

'Translation') subjects did not have much flexibility to use 

any of the three alternatives. More specifically they 

couldn't ehoose the alternative 'nil' sinee they felt they 

had to translate aIl the vords of the tvo passages. Due to 

the faet that it vas a tvo-vay translation task (English 

into Greek and Greek into English), they tried their best to 

respond suffieiently and suecessfully to them. 

4:4. HYBRID FORMS AND ALTERNATIVES We can examine the 

appearance of hybrid forms in the vritten part of the test 

together vith the appearance of English vords in both the 

written and the oral part of the test. In general, by 

Iooking at the results in Tables 2. and 3. ve note that the 

more the hybrid forms used, the less the English equivalents 

\ used. In the translation from English into Greek there vere 

only seven occurrences of non-nativized vords 'in English'. 

• 

t 
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It is interesting to note that 2 of these 7 occurrences took 

place in Fe subjects, another 2 in MB subjects and three in 

FB subjects. Alsd 5 out of these 7 occurrences were of the 

English word 'cash' which was not translated into standard 

Greek. 

fi . 

\ 

1 

\ 

• 

,. 
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CHAPTER 5 

/ 
ATTITUDES TOWARDS LANGUAGE 

Havin~ examined the data from Qoth parts of the test, 

one can procede with the discussion of cértain attitudes 

towards language as they were presented by my subjects in 

thi s research. 
\ 

~.l. ATTITUDES TOWARDS GREEK On answering questions 3-7 

'(Questionnai're, Appendix 1), dealing with the usage of 

language(s) in everyday situations' subjects revealed a 
, 

variety of behaviors. In general female subjects from Class 

B showed the smallest tendency to use Greek. FB 3 said: 

"1' try to avoid Greek as much as l cano l speak {i t r to my 

parents and' older relatives only". The answers given by 

male subjects from Cl,ass B 'were' in the same spiri t. Even 

though aIl subjects from Class B wrote that they speak the 

three languages l had included in the questionnaire (Greek, 

English and French), when they came to answer specifically 

for Greek, they hesitated to admit that they speak it 

.sufficiently enough to handle a conversation without code 

/ 
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switching and/or eaploying loanword~. For French they said 

that nov they have to learn ,i t, because the' t imes have 

changed' dramatically. 
..~ 

Ansvering questions 5, 6 and 7 subjects from Class B 

said that they listen to Greek rad10 programmes only vhen 

there i5 someone else at home (l.e. parents, grandparen~s, 

older relat1ves) who has the rad10 on. Clas~ B subjects 

--vith the exception of FB 5-- never turn on the radio to 

listen to any Greek programmes. Hovever, almost aIl of them 

have Greek music at home and they"llke it a lot. They don't 

car~, though, too much about the lyrics or the t1tles of the 

songs they listen to. 

Class B subJects used to go to Greek feasts, dances and 

~ other social gatherings when they vere ten, tvelve or may be 

f if tee n yea r s 0 ld . ---:t)presen t they adm i t ted, t hey don' t f ee l 

like gOlng even though they glve moralosupport to the Greek 

associations in the city. 

On the other hand, subjects from Class A categorlcally 
f' 

declared that they speak Greek aIl the time, and English 

. only vith the xenoi 'forelgners, non Greeks·. As far"as 

French is concerned they seemed to grin and tended to hide a 

sort of uneasiness to ansver such a question. Lo~k ing et 

ansvers to questions 5,6 and 7 of th. Questionnaire subjects 

1 
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from Class A vere rather surprised es~ia11y oy question 5: 

-00 you llsten to any Greek radio programmes?" They 

'considered a posItIve ansver "yes, 

do" to be ebVlOUS. These radIO 

~f course, defioite1y we 

C:. programmes _ are a basic 

e1ement ln the way of llfe of lmmlgrants ln Class A. 

~ ~lder lmmlgrants of C1ass C --the 'ellte' group-- showed 

o 

a tendency to avoid llstenlng to Greek radlo programmes. As 
1 

major eltc~ses they clalmed' to be very busy or Indlfferent to 

the eXIstence of such radio programmes. Both Class A and 

Class C ~ubjects'hot ooly llsten to Greek mUSlC elther on 

the radio or on'records and tapes but they proved to he well 

,up-to-date as far as modern Greek musIc is concerned. 

On questIon 4 : "Do you read Greek? what do you usually 
) 

read?" Class A subjects admitted that they read only Greek 

nevspapers both the ones- from Greece and the three 

Greek-Canadian ones. Tvo of them (MA 3 and MA 7) read every 

veek a sports nevspaper from Athens. 

" Ansvering question 7: "Do you attend any Greek feasts, 

dances or"gatherings? Hov often? What do you think of them?" 

C1ass A subjects pOlnted out the importance of such Greek 

gatherings for the continuation of the "Greekness· of the 

Greek-Canadians. MA 3 said char~cteristica11y: ~"the 

youngste~~ do not go 50 often to Greek feasts as ove used to 

,( 

. , 
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- -------qe--at th,-i~ age here in CAnada. They prefer the ~disco.". 

'e .. le subjects trom Class A agreed on the necessity for 

yOung Greek-Canadians to participate in Greek feastl, 

dances, gatherIngs. As FA 6 put lt: "There they can meet 

'good' Greek boys and glrls to get marrled and avoid the 
_/ 

'others' ... "(probably referrlng to non-Greeks). 

É..~. ATTITUDES TOWARDS ENGLISH A.ND HYBRID FORMS As we 

have seen before, younger lmmlgrants shoved a preference to 

use Engllsh to any other language they mey speak, usually 

Greek and/or French. ,On ansver l ng Quest 100 7, Module 8 on 

• 'Language' (see Appendlx II): ftS ome of your vords were.n 

~nglilh-Greek mixture. Can yeu t~ll me why this happens and 

hov?- subJects from Class B ln theIr meJoflty recognized 

the fact- that theIr Greek 15 a blt strange and not 

appropriate. And it seems to me that thlS is one of the 

reasons for thelr preference for Engll5h WhlCh they master 

very wel1. Other speakers are more tolerant. The followlng' 

excerpt5 from the lntervlevs vIth male speaker~ trom Cless A 

f make vIvid thelr feellngs tovards hybtld forms. Sub)ect MA 

3, aaid in answer to question 7. above. 

MA 3: " •.. listen, friend, this happens all over the world. 

In the homeland we say kontrolaro 'to control' and perkaro 

'--

. ' 
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'to park' ff Are tbese~Greek.or not? 

though .. ·. 

Everybody uses the., 

TM: "Here in Canada there are many more, aren't there? 
~ 

~'> 

MA 3: "No, l don't believe l t ! l think they are the salle 

c.rnes" ( ! ) A variety-shop ovner MA 3 comes froD! a small place 

in Greece and he has been living in Montreal for 20 years 

nov. 

Another subject mentioned 

MA 6:" ... of course, l'm 100 , sure the word stPfa (hybrid 

for 'stove') l~ Greek!! what do you thlnk lt lS?." 

TM: What' ab'1ut kUZlna? (standard Greek for . stove' ) 

MA 6: "Well, thlS 15 Greek, too, but-stofa 15 ddterent. 

May he ln Gr~ece they have dlfferent stofes (pl.of stofa) 

and they are called kUZlnes ... Who knovs?. ,-

The Aboye excerpt polnts to a major result of languages 

in contact: there l~ a semantic ad)ustment ln, the 

vocabulary of the mlnorlty language, In most cases when two 

languages come ln contact two cultures are ln contact and 

_cultural lnnovatlons co~ to be mln'ored !n the lexlcon. 

For lnstance, we have the case of the standard Greek word 

kUZlna and the hybrld fOfm stota. Most probably because~n 

Europe the burners of the.stoves do not have a cOlled shape 

but ar~ f lat and SOlld, the Greeka in Mont real assua. th.. . 
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to be different kitchèn equipments. So they call stotes the , 
etayes. in canada and kuz ines, the ones i n ~r!ece. Simi 1ar ~Y , 

the word ma pa • the 'mop' was bQrn as a result of the 
, 

idiosyncratic sense of this very obJecte The dominant 

langWlgè -- in our case English-- plays its role: it 
• 1 

influences to a great extent the subdominant language 

--Modern Greek in our case-- particularly its vocabulary. 

The longer time the immigrant resldes in Montreal, the 

easier he accepts new hybrid .forms. He considers them to be 
. 

an important part of his vocabulary, which is actually true. 

(NOTE ,) 

Some male subJects pointed out their ignorance and/or 

indifference concerning the existence and usage of hybrid 

foras. As subject MC 6 said: 

• it's fun to use such worda!! It i5, of courae, 

lomething weird, but .. ,-

However, subJect MC 6 produced only two hybrid for •• , 

both ~f them in the oral part of the test. They w~re the 

rbrms tseki 'check' and restora 'restaurant'. 
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o ~ • ! . 1 H'l'BGRATI ON~ CLASS !. For bçth male and fe~le 

subjects of Class B, 1 note that tbey vant to be assimilated 
• 

iri~o the broader Canadian society as soon as possible. 

As tlr as tbe use of hybrids is concerned it seems tbat 

the carefulness of FB subjects in their avoidance of hybrids 

influence to a certain extent the speech of Ma subjects. NB 

subjects gradually may show a tendency to behave 

linguistically like FB subjects. A manifestation of this 

tendency is an effort on the part of the male speakers of 

Çlass B to display their fluency in English by using the 
- . 
construction: 

kano 'to do' + lnfinitive of the verb in English. 

instead of using the relevant hybrid forme For example: 
'" 

kano understa~è. katalaveno 'to understand' . 
~ explain • exigho 'to explain' 

• metakomizo 'to move' 

So trying to avoid the use of a hybrid form for example 

the hybrid verb muvaro 'to move', subjects from Class B used 

the structure kano ~. 

In order to use tbe above structure .!..!.ru? + . infinitive 

of the verb in English, a sufficient knovledge of the 

English verbs, and conseQuently of the English language as 

vell, is presupposed of the listener. Some of the English 

\ 
\ 
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verbs used in that structure are monosyllabic or bisyllabic 

i.e. 'to move', 'to explain', while the standard Greei 

equivalents to these' verbs are polysyllabic verbs us0811y .. 
difficult to pronou~ce for non-native or semi-native 

~pellkers. One could c laim morphological and' syntactic 

simpli~ity to be the reason for th~ adoption of that 

syntactic pattern". but it might more rea sonabl y be 

attributed to the speake~5 greater flueney in English. It 

is an easy way in which to include English words into the 

normal structure of a Greek sentence. 

When tal king to Greeks who can speak "English 
.' 

sufficientIy vell, MB subjects say that they are, able to 

express themselves better in" English than in Greek . even 

though they claim ~o speak Greek_perfectly weIl. 

Another indication of the desire to become assimilated 

into the Montreal community cane be the folloving. 

asked (Questionnaire, questions Il and J I2): 

When. 

wDo you know of any Greeks who have changed their names?" 

WWhy do you think this happens? Would you ever change 

yours?" " 

subjects from Class B gave answers lite the foiloving: 

FB 8 :w ••• sure Cathy is easier than 'Katerina' •••• and it 

sounds better ..... 

, . 
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FB 7 :· •• ,1 gue •• vetre u •• d to t e Bnglish n •••• nov .•• • 

PB 6 :~ ••• the Gre.ka are asba.ed for (sic) their Greek 

naljles ••• • 

PB 4 :" ... ine pic 'short' (they-- glish names--are 
1'~ 

shorter)... mi·(H! 1 tur:neQ into Helen from elen i · ..... 
" 

PB 2 : ..... mas kanune accept pio easy •.• (they a c~pt us more 

easi 1y) • 

NB 8.: ..... ine pio English, you knov, ochi toso elini~o opos 

'Qhimitris'. (they are more English, you knov, not 50 Greet 

like"Dhimitris'-James). 

NB 5 :"If it's too Greek you have to change it". 
/'""""-_/ 

NB 4 : ..... 1 guess it's 'xenomania' and maybe it makes thing. 

eas ier" • 
", 

NB l: ..... most of them are too long for North America ..... 

Ansvers lite the above reveal somehov the vhole attitude 

of the subjects in Cless B tovards identification vith the 

Greek minority. They are villing to,change their 'too 
, 

Greek' names in order to be accepted more e.~ily into th. 

Canadian society. (NOTE 2) 

On the other hand, examining the ansvers to the sam. 

questions 11-12 by subjects from Classes A and C we see an 

obvious negative reaction to the idea of changing one'. 

name. Here are some ansvers: 
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l'A 7 • ••• 1 would never change my last name ••• w 

MA 3 • ••• lt's a bad habit, you know. You become 

------------English person only in your name, though •.. • 

MA 6 • .•. mi ne i s shor t. 1 fit vere long? 'No, 1 vould 

still keep it, only in the u.s. they must change their 

nemes. " 

MA 7 : "It is the 2nd generation only that does it. Mainly 

for business reasons, trademarks and things like that." 

l'C 1 : "lt's for practical reasons but it's not\good for the 

Greeks" . 

FC 4 ~ "1 don't think 1 would ever change my name. 1 don't 
ç 

vent it Frankiko (French, from 'Francia'). 

MC : "It's a silly habit, that's vhat it is·. 

MC 4 : " ••• Greek names are too hard to pronounce. Still 

mine 1 would never change •.• " 

Examining some' of the ideas towards language usage and 

language usefulness given by young and old, male and female 

speakers from all the three Classes, one can say that the 

li~guistic behavior of Greek immigrants, as well as the form 

'of the language itself, is conditioned by various, attitudes 

tovards the languages in contact. 

.. 

\ 
\ 
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CONCLUSION 

/ 

The questions which arise are: "Are hybrid forma 

replacing little by little the standard Greek vocabulary in 

Montreal?" "IS standard Greek on the verge of becoming 

forgotten?" The data analysed in this thesis point towards 

a positive answer for both the above questions. 

Hybrid forms are very popular. For instance, one\ can 

hear on the radio (CFMB August B, 1983) a City Councillor 

say naturally the following sentence among others: 

"0 demos prepi na stelni ta bilia ke ta -
forms jia l! taksis sta engIezika ••• 

(The City must send 'the bills' and the 'tax forms' in 

Engli sh ••• ) 

Or, you can read in newspapers: 

"Apartima 4 1/2, me stofa ke friza. Pola 
extra. Ste BloomIIeld. Ter; w 

(A " 1/2 apartment, wi th stove and f r idge. ' Many e·xtras. On 

Bloomfield. Tel. ). 

"Polite 
sopin-senter". 

Frutar ia-ghrosar ia >-

(por sale: Fruit-grocery shop in a shopping center). 

The above examples indicate a sort of prestige which ia 

being attached to the hybrid forms. B~ using them in formaI 

conversations, in nevspaper announcements and in radio" 

" 
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broadcasted· messages, hybrid forms are unconsciously 

considered standard Greek words. The majority of Greeks 

teel secure when using sorne of the common hybrids. They 

understand each other perfectly, they can communicate 

precisely and almost alvays unambiguously (NOTE 3). 

1 have tried to shov that there is a differentiation 

among Greeks in Montreal as far as their use of hybrid forms 

is concerned. Data analyses indicaté that use of hybrids is 

inversely proport ional to ,the use\ of e)itandard Greek woras, 

that the younger the immigrant the more he prefers to speak, 

in English and to avoid both Greek and hybrid forms. Aiso 

---there is a quite obvious correlation betveen the Education -

Occupation variable and the production of hybrids. In 

addition female speakers proved to be the careful speakers 

supporting in that case the results of previous similar 

sociolinguistic studies. 

The analysis of the above data shov~ there is an 

indication ot' a strong tendency among subjects from Class B 

(younger immigrants) to be integrated into the broader 

Canadian~society. On the contrary, Class A subjects vant to 

preserve their 'Greekness' at any cost and transfer it to 

their children. Somevhere between these two Classes on can 

place Class C, the members of vhich reveal a more 

1 
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open-minded disposition ,than the other two Classes. Due to 

the fact that they associate with people from other ethnie 

g~ups --not living in the ghetto-- they feel obliged to 

follow the main cultural stream of Canada. As MC 7 put it: 

"We cannot help being Canadians of Greek origin, not Greek 

permanent visitors to Canada". 

This statement reveals more or less ' one of the three 

general attitudes towards the notion 'Greekness' among the 

Greeks in Montreal and may be in the whole of Canada. Th~ 
~ 

majority of older immigrants of Classes A and C, although 

they have been living in Montreal for an average of 18-20 

years,' keep their mind and soul back in their homeland. It 

~~ really very hard for them --if not impossible-- to 

advance through the three stages .described by Gavaki, (1977): 

the stage of satisfaction, then the integration and later on 

the assimilation stage. They normally in their overwhelming 

majority remain in the first stage. They admit they are 

satisfied with the life in Canada but they are willing to 

return to Greece under certain conditions. They are the 

Greeks who live in Canada because they had to leave Greece. 

Sorne older ~immigrants are integrated into the broader 

Canadian society. They refer to themselves as 

Greek-Canadians connoting in a vay the Canadian element as 

• 
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part ~f their new ethnie identity. Those immigrants are 
1 

( 
< integrated and rraduallY pr~cede to the assimilation stage. 

.,t 

This stage is the one where most of the younger immigrants 

belong> Actually, 
.. 

older immigrants, they are ehildren of 
,/' 

themselves being Canadian citizens sinee birth or very 

~;oung. Hence, the majority of younger immigrants refer tô' 

~ themoelves as Canadians of Greek ori~in. One can claim then 

\ 

that there is a change in the term 'Greek' and in the notion 

'Greekness". And consequently one' has to examine the 

soeiolinguistic situation of Greeks (or Greek-Canadians) in 

Montreal from a new perspeet~ve. 

The impact of th~ various Greek language sehools on the 

. f \. . ;/) . . . l . f G k satls a~tlon - lntegratlon - aSSlml atlon proeess 0 ree 

Canadians and especially youngsters in the province of 

-Quebec requires lots of researeh. Epigrammatieally one can 

say that Greek language afternoon sehools make a great 

effort to keep alive the standard Greek language.among young 

immigrant ehildren. Through the Greek language aIl the 

cultural inheritanee of Greeee together with the Orthodox 

Christian fa~th will be preserved for a longer time. 

Moreover, if the standard Greek language largely or, even 

completely loses its traditional status in Canada, this 

doesn't mean that the variety of Greek in Montreal enriehed 
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\ 

with hybrid forms is not considered Greek. l have mentioned 

before1Jthe new sense that is attributed to the term 

'Greekness'. One may argue that the Greeks in Montreal, the 

Gree~-Canadians and the Canadians o~ Gr1ek. origin preserve 

their idiosyncratic Greekriess. Llngu ~tlC change among 

ethnGlinguistic minorities are in the form of the melting 

pot and parallel linguistic assimilation --implyi~g the 1055 

of subordinate mother tongues-- or as in the case of Greek 
. 

in Canada in the form of linguistic ~ccommodation --implying 

,change ~r compromise but not necessarily 1055 of a mother 

tongue. We are probably heading towards more changes in the 
1 

Greek language but 1 am optimi~tic that the Greek langua9~ @ 

is going to thrive for the next decade. 

.. 
/ 

.... 
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NOTES ON CHAPTER 5 

Labov, w. (1970) , The 5tudy of Language ln' i ts Social 
Context' . pp. 199-200. Labov iS, referrlng to ,"" Sturtevant (1947) who has proposed a genèral model of 
linguistic change showlng the OppoSltlon of two forDls, 
each favored by a partlcular '?oclal group . 

• 

"The changing of glven names and surnames may be closely 
related to language change as a part of ethnlc identlty 
change. 'Name changing 15 not nece5sarl1y a deliberate 
'attempt to obscure one's ethnic orlgln. Rather. It may 
be a practical attempt to allevlate the embarrassment 
over people of other ethnIc origin5 not belng able to 
pronounce a na~ typical of a particular ethnlc group. 
Gi ven ,names tend to change be fore surnames. Not 
infrequently in North America the changlng of given 
names vas the result of arbitrary action of immIgration 
officiaIs at the time of firs,t, immigration. AIso, the 
name maQy be 5hortened for convenience, or' the spelling 
May be changed for easy phonetic pronunciation by 
English-speakers". (Anderson, 1979: 79). 

3. It is "almost always'unambiguously" because there exists 
a possible ambiguity in sorne hybrid forms. For instance 

tiketo can be either 1 • 'a bus, railroad or air ticket' 
or 2. 'a summons issued for a traffic or parking 
violation' • 
bili be either 1 • 'a vritten statèment', 

, 

lav' can a or 
2-.--' a statement of money owed for goods or services 
supplied' . il 

'. 

" 
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TRANSLlTERATION SYMBOLS USIm. ?, 
~ " 

a as in father 
v via 
b bank 
gh yard 

~ i dh, them S-
e pet 
z zoo 
d danger 
th thin 
l pit 
k kick 
1 lip 
m meet 
n nov 

~ 

ks lacks 
0 spot A 

p dip 
r run ". 
s sigma 
t r",t.~: to 
f for 
b.. • helix 

4 
ps 9ap~ 
ts cats (Greek has no lé! (-check) sound) • 

)) .. , 

1 • 

" 
" 

, . 
( 

. \ 
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APPENDIl 1. 

These are the hybrid forms l used for my research: 

1.marketa (f.) 
2.bosis (m.) 
3.karpeto (n.) 
4.televizio (n.) 
5. ghiardha (f.) 
6.flori (n.) 
7. kas i (n.) 
8 • t se k i ( n. ) 
9.eleveta (f.l 

10.banka (f.) 
1 1 • bo ksi ( n. ) 
1 2 • ka ro (n.) 
13.basi (n.}~ 

14.bili (n.) 
t5.maslni (n.) 
16.steki (n.) 
17.bildi (n.) 
, 8 . de l ive r i (n.) 
19 •. bizi (adj.) 
20. pe i (n.) 
21 . muva ro (v.) 
22.kliner (m./f.) 
23.stofa (f.) 
24.blu (adj.) 
25.vakesio (n.) 
26.apart(i)ma (n.) 
27.goverma (n.) 
28.kombania (f.) 
29.faktori (n.) 
30. sa i na (f.) 
31 • t i keto (n.) 
32.restora (n.) 

'market' 
, boss' 
'carpet' 
'television' 
'yard' 
'floor' 
'cash' 
'check' 
'elevator' 
'bank' 
, box' 
'car' 
• bus' 
'bill' 
'madü ne ' 
'steak' 
'bui Iding' 
'delivery' 
'busy' 
'payment' 
'to move' 
'c'leaner' 
',stove' 
'blue' 
'vacation' 
, apartment ' 
'government' 
, company' 
'factory' 
'sign' 
'ticket' 
'restaurant' 

---

aghora il 

afentiko 
hal i * 
tileorasi 
avl i "* 
patoma * 

* 

* 

me tri ta, le f ta * 
-' epi taghi * 
asanser * 
trapeza * 
kuti * 
aftokinit9 
leoforio 
loghar iazmos 
mihani(-ma) 
br i zola 
ktirio 
dhianomi 
apasholimenos 
mi sthos 
me'takomi zo 
ka t ha ris t i s 
kuz i nil 
ble 
dhi'akopes 
dhiamerizma 
kivernisi 
eteria 
erghostasio 
tabela, epi ghraf i \ 
isitirio 
estiatorio 

The hybrid forms with the indication (*) appeared in 

both the oral and the written parts of the research. 
J 

.(n.) stands 10r neuter, (f.) for f"eminine and (m.) .for 

masculine. 

\ 
\ ~ 

.... 

1 .. 

----

~ 

\ 
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QUESTI OMMA! RE 

(Bn~li~h Translation) 

, . Do you speak Greek? YES NO 

Do you speak Engllshl? YES NO 

00 you spea~ French? YES NO 

Other languages 
, ",-

... 
2. Wher.e did you learn your Greek? (et home, et school, in 

Greece) 

- . 3. Hov often do you \peak Greek,? When? With whom? 

4. Can you tead Greek? What do you ~ually read? 

• 

5. 00 you listen to any Greek programmes on the radio? 

Which ones? How often? What do you think of'them? 

6. 00 you have any.Greek music at home? 

~ngers, composers, sqme songs (=titles) you 
\ 

Tell me sorne 

are familiar 

. vi th. 
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7. 'Do you go to any Greek feasts-? g.thering~? Hov otten? 

What do you think of them? 

8. If you pray, in which language do you pray? 

9. 
\ 

I~ which language do you count (calculate)? 

10. In which language do you svear Cblaspheme) or do you 

hear others svearing? Give me some such words. 

.. 
11. Do you know of any Greeks who've changed their names? 

Give me some such names. 

12. Why do you think that happens? Would you ever change 

your name? 

. \ 

/ 

. , 

f 
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1 

Translation from English ioto Greëk. 

\ 

\ ' 

\ 

" ••. 1 really like my neighborhood. We have many markets in 

the -st reet. In this store over you can pay cash or with 

checks. Today we bought a box of candies. My boss is 

coming fro~ the bank right across . the parking lot. We will 

take the elevator together to go ta the 6th floor. 1 am 

very busy for 6 days a week. 1 have to clean the carpets in 
:.; 

the whal~ building and clean the yard, too. When 1 go home 
.. 

1 watch television for one or two hours ... " 

\ 

Translation from Greek into English. 
1 

\ 

\ 

II-. ' 

" ••• TwpCl ayôpctoa {va }(OUT~ }(()Pct)..le:i\i\€S; alto TO ~ayct1;~. He: Ta acpe:yn,}(o ]..IOU rcTÎyallE 
\ 

aTnv TparrE~a }(a~ nnpa~E'100 OOi\i\âPLCl )..Ie:TpnTa }(Cl~ 30 Erc~Tay€~ yLa 600 60i\i\ap~a •• 

Ga ayopaow Tni\e:6paon. 

To autO}(~VnTO ECvaL OTO xwpo oTd~)..IEUOnS; OLTti\a OTnV aui\n. LE ll~ct wpa ~ct nallE , 
va 6oUi\€4ou)..l~ OTO TP~TO R~Tw)..la. Ba ~apoU)..lE TO Claava~p. To XTCPLO aUT6 ~XEL noAÀ 

xai\~cl )tClL )(Cl~pÉltTE~ ••• " 

-
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• ••• Now 1 bought a box of candies from the store. with my 

boss we ~ent to the bank and took (.withdrew) 100 dollars in 
p ~ 

càsh and 30 checks for 600 dollars. 1 will buy ~ 

~ ~ 
television. The car ls in the parking lot, next to \~ 

yard. In o.ne hour we will go to york on the third floor. 

We will take -the elevator. ~his bui~ding has a lot of 

carpets and mirrors •.• " 
I.e 

, . 

\ 

.~ 

\ 
\ . 

, '. 

.<;1> \ 
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,APPENDIX II. 

How many years of schooling do you have? 

4.1. What kind of job Bid you get when you stopped/finished, 

school? 

4.2. For how long? 

4.3. What,kind of job did you get afterwards? 

\ 5. Where were you born? 
e, 

5.1. Can you tell me about the place you coq:te from? 

5.2. Why did you emigrate? 
.. 

6. Whe're do you live now? What kind of place is it? 

6.1. Can you describe your room/living-r.oom? 

7. Are there any places around where one can ~elax, spend 

his Ieisur~ time? 
-

7.1; What do you do in your free time? 

B. How far is down-town from here? ~ 
\ 8.1. Do you go shopping there? How do you go down-town? 

9. In general, do you like your -neighbourhood? 

Either second person pronoun in singular lesil ~ 
lesisl was used according to the situation ~d 
studied. Normally, though, with older immigrpnts 
and C}, the plural form was used. 

in, plural 
the case 
(groups A 

\ 
\ 

t' 
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MODULE 2. FAMILY 

1. Who else is in your family? 

1.1. Are you the youngest or 'the oldest? 

\ 
\ 

2. When you were a kid --12-13 yrs. old-- how late could , 

you stay out? 

2.1. What happened if you stayed out very late? 

2.2. Do you remember any stories vith some friend(s) who got 
\ 

into troubles for staying out late? 

3. Sorne say that "there is no need to beat the kids to 

make them behave". Do your folks agree? what do you think 

of i t?, 

3.1. Did your folks ever blame you for nothing? how did it 

happen? 

4. When there are little kids 9nd. their parents want to go 

out what -do they usually do? what do/did you do? \ 
• 

5. When your family has/had financial prob1ems, would/did 

you do any kind of job to he1p? ~ell me sorne jobs you might 

do. 

5.1. Do you know of any case that,was like that? 

6. Do/did your folks /want you to "go high" to "become 

someth~ng"? What happened? do/did you agree? 

6.1. Up to which'grade do/did they want you to continue at 

school? 

7. Can/could you talk- to your f01kS/~bout sex, girlfriends . / 
/ or boyfriends, e.t.c.? 1 

/ 

-
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MODULI!: 3. MARRI.AGE 

1. <On1y to married subjects) Where did you meet your 

vi fe/husband? 
~ 

2. Oo/did your parents have to agree vith your decision in 

order to get married? 

3. What do you think somebody has to pay attention to when 

he/she plans to get married? 

4. Do you think you can marry to somebod~rom a different 

group (black, oriental ••• )? 

4.1. How would your folks face such a case? 

5. Some people say that a girl should have 'experience' 

before she gets married. How do you feel about that? 

6. Would you care to get married at church or at the City 

\ Hall (trial or religious marriage)? Why? 

6.1. What dO/did your folks want to happen? Why? 
1 

J 

7. Sbmetimes a girl gets pregnant before getting.married. 

What do you think 1S right to be done then? 

7.1. Have you heard of such a case? \ 
).. 

8. Do you believe in marriage? What do you think of it? 

\ 
\ 

\ 
\ " ( 

, 
f' 

Î, 
\ 

\ 

1 

\ 
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MOQ9LE 4. SCHOOL 

, 
1.' Do/did you go to a neighbourhood school or elsevhere? 

How far is/was it from your house? 

2. Do/did you have any teachers that are/were very tough? 

2.1. Would they ever hit a student? 

2.2. What was the wors~ thing you ever sawa teacher do"to a 

student? 

2.3. Or a student do to a teacher? 

2.4. Did you ever get blamed for something you didn't do? 
« 

2.5. Did you ever have a teacher that vas really fair? how 

was he/she? 
, 

2.6. Did th~ girls pass notes? 

3. How were the d~ys of the schoolyears? 

3.1. Did ydu have any uniforms? short hair? 

wearing 'aprons'? 

were the girls 

.. 3.2. Do/did you have blac ks at your school? other races or 

s? 

4. you ever smoke at school? Did they permit you to 
1 

what were the orderè like? 

4.1. What stuff do/did the kids smoke at school? ' 

• 

--
\ 
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MODULE 5. FI GHTS 

1 • Do/did you have any fights around here? 

2. HOW do they usua~~y start? what's a common reason? 

2.1. OO/did you ever have fi~bts yourself? when, why? 
r\ , '\ 

3. 'oid you ever happen to be \present at a great fight? 

Tell me, how did if happen? 

3.1. oid the pol ice come in? was there any olood? 

>_ 3.2. Whose fault was it, indeed? 
, '''-. 

4. 00 you think that the TV destroys the people's ideas? 

Ooes it teach them ho~ to fight and quarrel? 
\ 

5. Have you ever heard/seen women or girls\fighting? how 

was i t? 

5.1. oid you ever have a fight 

- happened? 

\ 

\ . 
with a girl or a woman?'what 

\ 
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MODULE 5. A RACE 

1. When you were a kid, did you ever have any "foreigners" 

in the neighbourhood? or in the whole area?, 

1.1. Are there any blacks around? Jews? Chine-se? 

1. 2. How do you get a10n,9 wi th them? ) 

1.3. Have you got any friends who are blacks, Jewish, 

Chinese? 

2. Do you recall of any, fights between Greeks and 

blacks/Jewish/other? 

2.1. How.did they start? 
'-

2.2. Who were the tou9hest group in the neighbourhood? 

3. Do you know of any case 'where a Greek used to date a 

black or sorne body from another group( race}? 

3.l. What were his/her friends thinking o,f that? 

3.2. What do you think is ri ght : blacks to gel: marr ied to 
r; 

blacks and whites to whi tes, or is intermarriage good? 

4. Do you think there is a racial problern nowadays or not? 

'why? 

4.1. (If yes) Do you think there wil~ always be qne or not? 

why? 

\. 

'. 

J , 
\ 

\ 
\ 
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. ~OOULE 6. 
. 

PEER GROUPS 

o 

1. 1s there a bunch of kids you {used to} hang around 

vith? 

2. Who's the leader in your group? 
w ( .. / c-' 

·2.1. (I f not) Who dec ides/ed what to do, where to 90?.. ~ 
\ 

2.2. (If y.es) What kind of guy is your group's leader? 

3. Who's the smartest kid in your group? 

(3.1 What does/did he'/she do to be th~ smar~? 

4. Whenever somebody moves into a newpneighbourhood, is it 

easy to make friends or not? 

4.1. Do you remember of any "dirty","illegal" story you did 

say when you were small? 

J 

./ 

1 
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GAMES 

1. OO/did they pl~y baIl in your ~eighbourhood? 

1.1. Which ball games do/did you play? how do/did'you play 

them? 

2. How do you calI this game where two kids try to hit 

another kid between them and that kid must catch the ball in 

the air? 
f 

3. 00 you go to 'the stadium to watcn s~cer, b~~~ball, 

basketball games? 

3.1. Do/did you play good soccer? 

3.2. Do/did you play it hard? 

4. là/was there agame you play/ed at night? 
, 

5. ln general, which vas your favourite game? vhy? hov did 

you play it? 

6. Do/did you do any sports? 

-' 6.1. Do you jog or exercise nov? what do you do? 

1. (If not) Would you lite to exercise? hov? vhy? 

1 

J 

" c, 
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MODULE 8. LANGUAGE 

1. Whe~ever you talk with your friends in English or in 

Greek~ do the people understand that there is a "difference" 

in your accent? 

2. How do you feel whenevèr they ask yo~: "where are you 

from?"? , 

2.1. When they tell you: nit seems to me you are Greek"? 

2.2. When they tell you: Ris it true you're Greek? 1 

couldn't tell!! You speak perfect Englishl!" 

3. When you speak English or French, what do you care for 

mostly? 

4. When do you speak Greek? when is there a need to speak 

Greek? 
G 

5. Do you know of any Greek who's changed his/her first 

name? his/her last name? Give me some ~xamp'les. 

5.1. Why does this happen? 

5.2. Have you changed your name? why? (whY,-RÇ»t?) , 

5.3. (If yes) How did you chopse it? \, 

6. The vocabulary' l've put ~n tbese Questions, vas , 

easy? nid you understand them all? 

it 

7. Sorne of your vords vere of an English-Greek mixture. 
, 

Can you tell me, wby does this happen and bov? 
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Tape NO._--t-__ Date of report ___ __ 

·I.V. No.-.::.... __ _ Interviewer -----
INTERVIEW 

1. Date of interview 

REPORT 

Time PM/AM -----
2. Subject Name ____________________ __ 

Address __________________ __ Apt 0 __ _ 

Sex ___ _ Dress -----------------
Age ___ _ Appearance ___________ _ 

Residence -------------------------------
Occ./schooling __________________________________ __ 

Language 

3. Place of interview -------------------------------
others present ______ ~ .. ________________ __ 

(If subject's home) Type of housing 
BookS ________________________________ ___ 

Newspapers ______________________________ __ 

Television ------------------------------------
A4. Interview Incomplete for any reason 

Unusually good sections 

5. Comments 



( 
<. 

SUBJECT AGE 

FA 1 • 47 

FA 2. 44 
è 

FA 3. 40 

FA 4. 42 

FA 5. 40 

FA 6. 42 

FA 7. 41 

FA 8. 38 
( 

/, MEAN: 41. 75 

1 

MA 1 • 45 

MA 2. 45 

MA 3. 44 

MA 4. o '42 

MA 5. 44 

MA 6. 43 

MA 7. 42 

MA 8. 36 

MEAN: 42.62 

( 

APPENDIX III. 

WHO 15 WHO? 

CLA5S A 
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SCHOOLING YRS.IN ~. OCCUPATION 

6 25 housewife 

~ 4 20· cleaner 

7 18 operator 

6 18 seamstress 

6 20 cleaner 

8 19 housewife 

7 -'9 housewife 

9 22 
\~ 

housewife 

6.62 20. 12 "\ 

5 22 market employee 

5 23 shoemaker 

6 20 variety-shop owner 

6 19 '> factory worker 

4 22 cleaner 

6 22 market owner 
- \ 

6 20 janitor '\ 

9 15 waiter 

5.87 20.37 \ 
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CLASS B 

SUBJECT AGE SCHOOLING !B!.IN f!!. ,QCCUPATION -
FB 1 • 23 16 23 grad~ate stud~nt 

FB 2. 20 15 19 undergraauate student 

FB 3. 19 14 19 college student 

FB 4. 18 12 1'8 High sèbool student 
'-

FB 5. 21 15 21 undergraduate student 

FB 6. 18 13 18 dept. sto,re .employee 

FB 7. 22 15 22 undergra,duate st~den~. 

FB 8. 26 12 23 bank- employee 

MEAN: 20.87 14.00- 20.37 '. 
"". - , 

( fi 
, . 

MB 1 • 18 12 16 cOllf:t,ge student 

MB 2. 19 13 16 college student 

MB 3. 28 16 28 fre~-lance reporter 

MB 4. 21 17 27 musiclan 

MD 5. 21 15 21 undergraduate student 

MB 6. 25 17 25 graduate student 

MD 1. 19 13 18 college student 

MB 8. 22 17 22 undergraduate student 

MEAN: 22.31 15.00 21.62 <.loell 

( 
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CLASS C 
" • 

\. 

SUBJECT ~ SCHOOLING !!!2.!!! ~. OCCUPATION 

FC 1. 43 12 22 part-time teacher of 

Greek 

FC 2. 41 9 20 day-care teacher 

Fe 3. 45 7 21 hairdresser 
.~ 

FC 4. 46 20 14 physician 

FC 5. 40 12 23 housewife 

FC 6. 39 8 18 housewife 

FC 7. 38 6 18 bakery ovner 

FC' 8. ·42 6 23 restaurateur's vite 

NEANt 41.75 10.00 19.87 

C. ·MC 1. 43 9 21 rea1ties broker 

;:: 2. 45 6 24 c1eanin9 company 

3. 45 6 22 c1eanin9 company 

MC 4. 41 13 20 supermarket mana<jer 

MC 5. 39 15 16 e1eçtronics t-echnician 

MC 6. 47 22 16 psychiatrist 

MC 7. 44 12 20 insurance broker 

MC 8. 42 7 19 patisserie owner 

MEAN: 43.25 11.25 19.75 

NEANS PER CLASS 

CLASS AGE SCHC>qL. YR~. IN CAN. 

A 42.1 6.2 20.2 

( -,----
B 21.6 14.5 20.9 

C 42.5 10.6 19.8 
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